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Mineral fibers
IARC (International
Agency for Research
on Cancer)
carcinogens
“Group 1”

“Six fibrous silicates are classified as 'asbestos':
the fibrous serpentine called chrysotile and
the fibrous amphiboles actinolite, amosite,
anthophyllite, crocidolite and tremolite” (US
Dept. Labor, 1975).

Why a model on the toxicity of mineral fibers?
Ambitious goal of delivering a “preliminary” (?)
quantitative and classificatory model of mineral fibers
based on the physical/chemical/ crystallographic
parameters that may have an influence on
toxicity/pathogenicity.

A basic tool to assess a fiber potential
toxicity/pathogenicity (analysis of the nature of the fiber)
from the perspective of the invader (fibercause), not just
the invaded (organism effects)!
FPTI as predictive tool, basis for in vitro and in vivo testing?
To avoid new ex post discoveries like F-edenite e erionite!

Design of the FPTI model

Design of the FPTI model

Based on the Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSARs),
mathematical models are used to predict measures of toxicity from
physical characteristics of the structure of chemicals (molecular
descriptors).
Simple QSAR models calculate the toxicity T of chemicals using a
simple linear function of molecular descriptors like:

T = a1x1 + a2x2 + … + anxn + an+1
where x1, x2 … xn are the independent molecular descriptor
variables (structural descriptors in our case) and a1,
fitted parameters (classes in our case).

…, an+1 are

Structural descriptors of the FPTI model
Parameter

Element

Major adverse effect

Major pathobiological process

Morphometric
length L
diameter D
aspect ratio L/D
crystal curvature

(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(1,4)

frustrated phagocytosis

Inflammation and oxidative stress
inflammation and oxidative stress
inflammation and oxidative stress
inflammation and oxidative stress?

crystal habit
fiber density
hydrophobic character of the surface

(1,5)
(1,6)
(1,7)

surface area

(1,8)

frustrated phagocytosis
frustrated phagocytosis
reduced surface adhesion of
proteins/cells
airways deposition depth
airways deposition depth
Interaction with biopolymers,
phagocytosis
airways deposition depth, frustrated
phagocytosis

(1,9)
(1,10)
(1,11)
(1,12)

Production of ROS
Production of ROS
Production of ROS
Production of ROS

DNA damage and inflammation
DNA damage and inflammation
DNA damage and inflammation
DNA damage and inflammation

(1,13)

frustrated phagocytosis …

Inflammation …

velocity of iron release
velocity of silica dissolution
velocity of release of metals

(1,14)
(1,15)
(1,16)

production of ROS
production of ROS?

inflammation
oxidative stress and inflammation?

ROS production

DNA damage, inflammation, …

Surface activity
 potential

(1,17)

production of ROS and hemolysis

Inflammation …

fibers’ aggregation
Cation exchange in zeolites

(1,18)
(1,19)

frustrated phagocytosis
interference with ER cross-talk?

inflammation
apoptosis, necrosis?

Chemical
Total iron content
ferrous iron
Surface ferrous iron/iron nuclearity
content of metals other than iron
Biodurability
dissolution rate log(R)

inflammation and oxidative stress
inflammation and oxidative stress
inflammation and oxidative stress?
(chronic) inflammation and
oxidative stress

Experimental procedure to assess the FPTI index
Parameter

Element

Experimental technique used for its
determination

Morphometric
length L
diameter D
aspect ratio L/D
crystal curvature
crystal habit
fiber density
hydrophobic character of the surface
surface area
Chemical

(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(1,4)
(1,5)
(1,6)
(1,7)
(1,8)

SEM/TEM
SEM/TEM
SEM/TEM
Diffraction, TEM
SEM/TEM
diffraction
electrophoretic mobility
BET

Total iron content
ferrous iron
Surface ferrous iron/iron nuclearity
content of metals other than iron
Biodurability

(1,9)
(1,10)
(1,11)
(1,12)

EPMA
Mössbauer spectroscopy
XPS, TOF-SIMS (surface sensitive), FTIR, UV-Vis
XRF, ICP-MS

dissolution rate log(R)
velocity of iron release
velocity of silica dissolution
velocity of release of metals
Surface activity

(1,13)
(1,14)
(1,15)
(1,16)

acellular biodurability
EPMA + acellular biodurability
acellular biodurability
XRF, ICP-MS + acellular biodurability

 potential
fibers’ aggregation
Cation exchange in zeolites

(1,17)
(1,18)
(1,19)

electrophoretic mobility
electrophoretic mobility
CEC, EPMA ...

Cross correlations: hierarchy and weighing scheme

Cross correlations: hierarchy and weighing scheme
The FPTIi of each fiber is calculated according to the
following equation:
n

FPTIi   w1  w2  Ti
i1

with:
• Ti= class value of the parameter i of the model;
• w1=1/H weight of the parameter according to its
hierarchy H;
• w2=1/U weight of the parameter according to the
uncertainty U of its determination.

Cross correlations: hierarchy and weighing schemes
parameters
Morphometric
mean length
mean diameter
mean aspect ratio
crystal curvature
crystal habit
fiber density
hydrophobic character of the
surface
surface area
Chemical
Total iron content
ferrous iron
Surface Fe’’ / nuclearity
content of toxic elements
Biodurability
fiber dissolution rate
mean velocity of iron release
velocity of amorphous silica
production with dissolution
velocity release of toxic
elements
Surface activity
Zeta potential
Zeta potential induced fiber
aggregation
Zeolite related
Cation exchange capacity

matrix element

hierarchy H
w'=1/H

uncertainty U
w''=1/U

(1,17)

1
1
2
1
1
2
2

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

(1,1),(1,2),(1,4)

2

1

(1,9)
(1,10)
(1,11)
(1,12)

(1,9)
(1,9),(1,10)

1
2
3
1

2
1
2
1

(1,13)
(1,14)
(1,15)

(1,4)
(1,4),(1,9),(1,13)
(1,4),(1,13)

2*
3
3

1
1
2

(1,16)

(1,4),(1,12),(1,13)

3

1

(1,17)
(1,18)

(1,8)
(1,7),(1,8),(1,17)

1
3

2
1

1

3

(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(1,4)
(1,5)
(1,6)
(1,7)
(1,8)

(1,19)

element correlation

(1,1),(1,2)

FPTI parameter (1,5) – XX habit
fibers may be curled or needle-like (asbestiform vs. acicular), leading
to different depositional behavior once inhaled.

Compared to needle-like fibers, curled ones such as chrysotile tend to
be deposited in the upper airways, particularly at bronchial or
bronchiolar bifurcations (Harris and Timbrell, 1977).
(1,5)
Crystal
habit

classes

curled

mixed

needle-like

score

1

2

4

normalized
score

0.10

0.20

0.40

FPTI parameter (1,12) toxic elements other than iron
Trojan horse effect like for NP?

Bloise, A., Barca, D., Gualtieri, A.F., Pollastri, S., Belluso E. (2016) Environmental Pollution, 216, 314-323.

FPTI parameter (1,16) - mean velocity of release of
toxic metals
Toxic metals considered in the model are:
Sb, As, Hg, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, Zn, V, Mn, Be
Vmr = tot ppm of toxic metals / total dissolution time of the fiber (y)

mean velocity
Vmr of release
of heavy
metals
(1,16)

classes

V<1

1 < V < 10

V > 10

score

1

2

4

normalized
score

0.10

0.20

0.40

normalized
weighed score

0.03333

0.06666

0.13332

Preliminary results of the FPTI model

Fibrous glaucophane in California

Fibrous glaucophane in California

Conclusions/Work in progress
• Optimization of the modelling beyond the model
• Increase the statistics
• Revision and validation in collaboration with competent
authorities/agencies (IARC?)
• Development and delivery of a dedicated software
The basic principle of toxicology can be possibly
reworded for fibers as:
"All fibers are poison; only the structural (s.l.) characters
and the dose makes a fiber (not) a poison"

Thanks to all the research units of the
PRIN2011 project!

